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Abstract—Digital Transformation brings along many challenges, opportunities and changes for economy and society. Companies are faced with accelerating dynamics and need to speed up in their ability to adapt in order to gain benefit from these developments. However, an increasingly important aspect of the Digital Transformation is the rise of Artificial Intelligence. This paper presents a practical approach of a change management process for organizations. It comprises top-down and bottom-up elements to introduce a controlled, organization-wide transformation process to implement artificial intelligence technology in daily business life. The approach aims to address the organization in a holistic way and thereby tries to integrate artificial intelligence in existing strategic frameworks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today the term digitalization comprises a broad spectrum of definitions which exceeds its bare technical definition from solely converting analog to digital information. [1], [2] A frequently encountered definition is the so-called Digital Transformation, which i.e. describes a set of technological changes across wide areas of society. [3] In an industrial context Digital Transformation is known as the Fourth Industrial Revolution – or Industry 4.0 – which basically means the comprehensive entry of information and communication technology in industrial manufacturing across the entire supply chain. [4] Looking i.e. on Germany’s consulting sector, the revenue grew from 13 to over 25 Billion Euro from 2005 to 2015, which is mainly induced by the Digital Transformation according to a study of the BDU, the corresponding union of German consultants. [5]

Research indicates that many developments related to Digital Transformation, such as technological development, involve exponential characteristics. [6] A well-known example in the semiconductor sector is Moore’s Law, which was formulated in the late 1960s.

Moore observed that the number of transistors on a given microchip area doubles each 18 to 24 months. As a consequence the functionality doubles its capability for the same prize – or, to put it differently – the price for a given capability is halved within such a period. [7]

Thus, companies face severe need for rapid change in order to be able to react on the fast-changing environment and be properly prepared to further evolving their organization. New business models and being fast & agile are important abilities frequently discussed in daily business life. A well-known example for a branch which has been hit hard by such dynamic and/or disruptive change is the music industry as painted in a publication by Matzler et.al, in which they identified seven patterns of Digital Transformation. [8] Revenues in that industry reached 20 Billion USD around the turn of the millennium. Since then, they literally fell by more than 70 % (corrected by inflation) and in the light of a growing market for people listening to music.

II. AI ON THE RISE

One important aspect that comes along with the Digital Transformation is the rise of Artificial Intelligence (AI). From a scientific perspective the term of AI is rather hard to catch – there are even multiple definitions of human intelligence. Kahneman, i.e., explains intelligence through interaction of two cognitive systems operating on different levels of speed each. [9] Speaking from AI, one often means abilities of IT systems such as machine learning, deep learning, big data analytics or natural language processing. [10] Another well-known definition comes from Alan Turing and the corresponding Turing Test, in which a human individual communicates with two parties – one machine, the other human. At a point where the first human cannot differentiate if he or she communicates with the other human or the machine, Turing calls it intelligent. [11] A non-scientifically published (but in the context of this paper useful) definition can be found on Amazon’s homepage, which argues AI to be a part of computer science which deals with machine’s acquisition of cognitive capabilities that are usually assigned to humans. [12]
A very important aspect of AI systems can be found in their ability to learn, which is often implemented using artificial neural networks (ANN). The basic idea is to copy the architectural concept of the human brain with its neurons and synapses using a model with knots and weighted edges. The weight of these edges and trigger points where neurons fire are changed by a so-called training process where the structure of the net is changed until the expected output is reached. Therefore evolutionary techniques can be used as shown in a publication from a southern Austrian university. [13]

Research as well indicates that the rise of AI is expected to severely push economic development. A PWC study from 2018 concludes that Germany’s GDP may rise up to 11.3 % until 2030, solely induced by AI. [14] The US consulting company IDC concludes a global revenue increase by 1.1 trillion USD in the timespan between 2017 and 2021. [15] Coming from the expectation that AI technology is rapidly rising, countries and country unions such as China, the EU or the US form strategies in which they declare AI as key technology, resulting in significant research funding budgets in this domain. [16] [17]

III. TRICK OR TREAT: CHANGE

As the impacts of digitalization and AI are so severe, companies need to react fast and efficient in order to keep competitiveness and ensure sustainable growth. On the one side, a strong need for new business models and business logics can be observed. According to the seven patterns of Matzler et al., clear tendencies such as orienting towards free end-products and services (i.e. Google Maps, WhatsApp etc.), personalization and decentralization or innovations combing aspects across different industries force companies to rapidly overthink their income logic. [8] If they do not, examples like the music industry show what may happen. CISCO CEO John Chambers made a statement saying that only 10 % of the top 1000 companies would survive Digital Transformation. [18] On the other hand novel technologies offer the opportunity to improve efficiency and find new ways of working and cooperating, i.e. crowd sourcing. As a consequence, a constant need to adaptive change can be concluded for companies exposed to those developments.

The constant need for companies to adapt – or in a radical sense, to transform and reinvent themselves – implies a number of opportunities and threats at the same time. The question how much change an organization needs and how much change an organization can endure at the same time becomes more important than ever. Too much change may lead into chaos. Especially for large-scale enterprises, strategic directions are hard to control in a fast-changing environment. On the other hand, being too slow with transformation enhances the threat of not being able to react fast enough in a fast-changing world.

Further research shows that change for human beings comes along with some sort of fear, which leads to resistance when implementing change in organizations. Examples for types of resistance are rationally arguable resistance, political resistance or emotion-based resistance. Psychology classifies different phases of experiencing fears which are the main contributor of these resistances, as i.e. the model of Roth, Cevey and Prange does. [19]

Managerial science provides a set of solution strategies in order to overcome these problems. A very successful example for such a strategy is Kotter’s 8 Steps. [20] In this work he provides a step by step approach containing elements like starting with creating a sense of urgency, building a powerful coalition, developing a vision and more. Following these principles, any expected resistance may be identified and reduced significantly.

Another fascinating approach by Kotter argues that established organizations often tend to be hard to change as they rely on established hierarchies and processes. Changing this “operating system” literally means to make a surgery on the open heart of the organization and thus is hard to achieve and risky for its basic operation. Therefore, installing a second operating system with a set of new rules opens up an opportunity for a radical change approach under controlled boundary conditions. As soon as the approach is proven in use, it can be transferred step by step towards the original organization when needed – and will find higher acceptance from employees and managers. [21]

Neumann et al. propose to drive change by viewing organizations as self-refering systems. This view comes from system theory and proposes to “holistically understand” organizations and their function in terms of structure and resulting behavior. [22] Structure creates behavior and behavior as well confirms given structures. Therefore, organizational learning can be an approach to implement change. Agrys and Schön differentiate three phases of different learning: single loop, double loop and deutoer learning. The first directly addresses achieving results, the double loop learning addresses the definition of the results themselves and reflects the result setting processes and corresponding learning. Thirdly, the deutoer loop learning is the processes of understanding the learning process itself and thus a reflection of the learning loops.

IV. PROBLEMS FOR NON-AI-COMPANIES WHO WANT TO MAKE USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY

This paper is an outcome of a PhD-thesis that analyzed the current situation of a world leading semiconductor company with respect to the question how the company deals with the topic of AI in terms of strategy, activities and preparation and/or implementation of change. As one aspect, qualitative interviews with more than 20 persons from top management and technical AI expert positions were carried out. The questions of the interview addressed those person’s perception of the company’s approach to deal with AI and which problems they see or expect to appear in the upcoming years as well as which alternative approaches they think could work to accelerate the adaption to the new technology. Further a pilot project applying AI technology in the company’s manufacturing environment was run and learnings have
been concluded. The project was about developing an AI system that is trained with data from a manufacturing tool in order to be able to predict when the machine is going to break down so that maintenance intervention is needed. It gives important insights due to the fact, that multiple parts of the organization are needed to run such a project and many of the arising problems are similar for different use cases. Following problems are extracted from those interviews as well as the pilot project with the intention to generalize them for other organizations. Refer to the following examples:

A. **Inhomogeneous Presence and Awareness Throughout the Organization**

AI is frequently present in departments which directly benefit from AI, such as business units which already have AI aspects in their current or soon-expected business models. Departments, especially supporting functions like e.g. finance or HR, in which employees primarily do not have engineering background, who could raise efficiency potentials but do not see direct benefit from investigating in possible AI solutions, do not actively push activities in that field. Risk is considered growing for them, to oversee high potential in early adopting for using disruptive technology.

B. **Efficiency, Learning and Hype**

For some parts of the organization, AI seems to become a kind a hype. Managers tend to run projects mainly because they want to run one whilst neglecting to choose sustainable topics with proper financial potential. On the other hand, learning new disruptive technologies in explorative fields means that not each project offers a straight forward character with an easy and obvious business case on the beginning. Hence, one needs to take risks. Further starting too many activities at once leads to blocking the limited resources of present AI experts in case it is not a core competency of the company, which applies for many organizations. A difficult tension field opens up.

C. **Human Resources, Capabilities and the Different Languages**

Many companies in manufacturing industries are very knowledge-intensive and computer science is not their core business – so AI experts therefore are limited. Skilled experts for dedicated departments are highly specialized in their field on the one side and often heavily loaded on the other. Developing new approaches using AI is often achieved by forming project teams consisting of specialized departments and IT staff, from which AI know-how is delivered. The experts are talking different technical languages. It can be highly challenging for IT employees to deeply understand the technical issue of departments, as it often took years for the respective experts to reach their level of understanding and expertise. Department experts often do not have specific background in computer science and thus lack knowledge in that sense. For them it is hard to know what to expect and how to apply AI techniques. To sum up, two different worlds collide and are expected to invent highly complex solutions in comparably short time.

D. **Availability of Data in Proper Quality**

An already well-known problem across different fields is that the available data is unstructured and suffers from poor quality. Thus, many AI projects take essential efforts for basic data cleaning alone. This allocates resources and, in a first or short-term consideration, does not generate benefit. Literature provides suggestions on how to differentiate multiple tasks in data cleaning activities. [23]

E. **Knowing Where to Go**

For departments or entire organizations it may be hard to classify where they are in terms of digital transformation, simply because a “degree of digitalization” is hard to measure. Therefore, it can be challenging to formulate a strategy and targets to monitor effectiveness of decided actions. To clearly be able to monitor cause and effect is not always possible.

V. AI TRANSFORMATIONAL JOURNEY AS SOLUTION APPROACH

In order to address these problems and try to minimize resistance when changing an organization towards gaining benefit from the disruptive change of rising AI, the following approach is proposed and explained step by step. A combination of top-down and bottom-up elements is chosen in order to maximize the penetration rate within the organization.

A. **Step 1: Knowing Where You Are: Position Fixing Using an AI Radar**

As a first the step, the introduction of an AI radar is proposed. The radar is basically a set of KPIs (key performance indicators) which should measure the organization’s status for different AI-related activities. For the definition of the KPIs as well as the valuing, a management self-assessment can be an instrument. Supervision by a specialist consultant may be useful as well. Fig. 1. Shows a proposal of a radar with a set of exemplary KPIs.
The AI radar should be integrated in the company’s top-level strategy and regularly updated (i.e. quarterly) in responsibility of the board. The KPIs may differ from use case to use case. The proposal shown in Fig. 1 means the responsibility of the board. The KPIs may differ from use following:

- Organizational awareness
  How present is the topic AI in the organization? A ten would mean an absolute “AI first” mindset, meaning that each individual first thinks how an AI could solve a new problem. 0 means that AI is definitely not a topic at all.
- Availability of basic data
  This point is a rating of basic data availability and its quality. Under consultation of i.e. the IT organization each department may rate its own status for available data and its quality for use by an AI system on a commonly agreed standard.
- Application of AI in operative processes
  How many AI-related applications are used to perform the company’s core tasks?
- Application of AI in administrative processes
  How many AI related applications are used to perform the company’s administration tasks like i.e. finance reporting, travel bookings, etc.?  
- Integration of AI in business models
  This should be a rating of AI in terms of its presence for active business models. The KPI gives information if the business side as well considers AI as a growth perspective.
- AI budget
  How much budget does the company spend on AI-related activities?
- Competencies
  A value for rating the availability of AI-related competency
- IT infrastructure
  This KPI should represent the status of the given IT infrastructure and whether it is able to deal with the organization’s needs for running AI applications.

However, it is important to mention that the AI radar is not designed to represent an objective picture. The intention here is to have a rating which is agreed on by the top management and which then can represent the organizational development in the defined aspects.

B. Step 2: Adapting the Company’s Strategy to AI

The second step is to integrate AI elements in the organization’s top level strategy. For many companies AI is not their core business, but sleeping on the rise of that technology might be a threat. Hence integration of AI may be a reasonable approach. That means that top level strategic goals should at least contain aspects of application of the new technology. Further, dedicated lighthouse projects should be defined, which generate organization-wide awareness and act as a role model for motivation and confirm top management’s attention to the topic. The AI radar may be part of the company’s strategy and be frequently monitored as mentioned.

bigger enterprises, the radar might be broken down to department levels.

C. Step 3: The Digital Belt as an Enabler for Bottom-up Activities

A well-educated organization is key to success for many companies. For pushing digitalization and AI-related activities and know-how, the introduction of an education system based on the idea of six sigma belts is proposed. [24] Therefore a curriculum for so-called yellow, green and black Digital Belts were developed.

The yellow belt relates to introductory content of digitalization and AI concepts and can be applied for a broad spectrum of employees without background in computer science or information technology.

The green belt evolves further expertise in running AI-related projects with the goal of realization of a concrete project under supervision of a black belt. Thus, the yellow belt offers a very basic education and is primarily designed to generate awareness, while the green belt goes deeper and enables employees to accompany and/or lead projects.

The black belt may be considered the master degree and shall be completed by academically educated AI experts which focus on social skills such as supervision and coaching, project management & leadership and prepare the candidates to supervise others. The number of required persons with belts needs to be defined case by case. The proposal out of this work is to educate 2 out of 50 employees for the yellow belt, 1 out of 50 employees with a green belt and 1 out of 500 employees for the black belt.

The following table gives an overview of the most important training content. A concrete proposal for the curricula needs to be defined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. DIGITAL BELT EDUCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Belts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming Examples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Science and Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithms and Data Structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical Use Cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Realization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coaching &amp; Supervision</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The idea is to give yellow and green belt candidates an introduction to computer science related thinking and provide experts from computer science (which are either in place or have to be hired) social and leadership skills to guide the other belts in driving AI related projects and activities. A proposal for development of a concrete
curricula would be 2x1 + 1 days for yellow belts, 2x2 days for green belts and 2x1 +1 days for black belts. In between there is a break in which the candidates may do either a small homework of a medium-size project. Green belts realize one medium-size project under supervision of black belts and black belts need to supervise others under supervision in their education phase. Therefore, the breaks for green and black belts should take at least for 3-4 months.

D. Step 4: Start the AI Journey and Communicate

For implementation of the changes an AI journey for the entire organization shall be started. The top management should have prepared the strategic adaptations (already having other top managers included) and the digital belt education concept should be finished at that time. A proper communication concept shall be prepared, explaining the importance of the rise of AI to the entire organization. The communication concept may use the following formats:

- Monthly CEO video statement
  The CEO (and/or other board members) gives monthly video statements which are published on the intranet and contain explanations on urgency, the why-aspect as well as present different examples of running activities in different parts of the company. The videos should be short (i.e. 5 mins) and may contain a scheduling. For example, different department managers can be integrated reporting their activities in a rolling schedule, etc.

- Integration of AI in all regular company meetings as one fixed agenda point

- Regular top management mail reporting and highlighting of success stories as well status updates to the AI journey

The AI journey starts simultaneously with its communication. Lighthouse projects should be started, the strategy be adapted and communicated and the education program be started.

E. Step 5: Create a System that Allows the Change to Start

Following Kotter’s example, the top management should introduce a new system for AI-related activities. A dedicated budget needs to be released to finance lighthouse projects as well as projects that come out of the education activities. To overcome the problematic of business case calculation, the following metric shall be applied by a dedicated commission within this new operating system. The commission can consist of managers and technical experts (i.e. 5 persons), or, if already present, be handled by innovation managers. The proposed metric is shown in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. METRIC FOR PROJECT RATING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning potential out of project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to be transferred to other departments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Throughout application of this metric projects with high learning potential for the organization and the potential to be applied by others may concur with projects with good business case. In sum, the project portfolio can then result in a combination of financial sustainability and handling of uncertainty with disruptive technology.

F. Step 6: IT Ambassadors: Overcoming Know-how Lacks Through Collaboration

In order to address the issue with the lack of expertise within the IT and the respective departments, an IT ambassador concept is proposed: educated IT staff is sent out within the organization and put into leadership responsibility of the target department. It may apply that legal leadership is put into the target department and functional reporting is kept within the IT organization. With that approach IT experts can keep their full network into the IT organization, but work suburb directly at the destination of their implemented target applications. When running AI projects, these employees can deeply understand what kind of problems the systems will have to solve. On the other hand they closely cooperate with department experts that immediately get the view of IT engineers and thus can learn computer science-related thinking and what to expect from AI systems.

VI. CONCLUSION

The paper presents a change management approach, which addresses problems arising for companies when adapting to a rapid technological change such as the rise of AI. To overcome these problems, the proposed approach combines elements from bottom-up and top-down methodology in order to maximize momentum on change. Initially, a set of specific difficulties is identified which have been conducted through explorative research in a leading semiconductor company. Limitations of the approach are given by this set of identified problems which may vary in different organizations. Further, monitoring of effects when applying this approach is proposed by using a set of KPIs in the so called “AI-Radar”. This radar demonstrates a possibility to monitor the progress of change based on expert judgement. However, it does not provide an objective measurement of the companies’ general condition in applying AI technology. The key findings to overcome these difficulties are considered for general applicability. Top down change is achieved by adapting the organization’s strategy and definition of lighthouse projects. The bottom-up part is reached throughout a combination of upskilling and providing new boundary conditions which differ from the organization’s standard operating model according to Kotter. With the “AI-ambassadors” approach, a bridge between dedicated departments and computer science experts is created. The presented steps thus shall represent a holistic management approach to properly prepare an organization to deal with AI in a proactive way.
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